Master Plan Idea Wall

Description
The Idea Wall is another way for members of the community to share our ideas about what the College’s priorities should be. The ‘wall’ is a series of flip charts mounted on easels or affixed to walls, and each flip chart presents a question or asks for ideas regarding possible College priorities for 2010-2015. Participants walk among the flip charts, reviewing the questions and strategies. They then write comments on a “Post-it” note, and affix the note to the flip charts.

Participants may also comment on other comments already posted. Informal conversation among participants is expected and encouraged. Senior college administrators will also be present to answer questions about the Idea Wall and the master planning process in general. At the end of the day, the flip charts will be photographed to capture the ideas and comments expressed. The data collected will add another dimension to the planning process.

The Idea Wall will be held on two days:
- March 18 in the lobby of Haaren Hall
- March 24 in the lobby of North Hall